Homan & Sullivan
Attorneys who go ‘above and beyond’ to help their clients
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Westborough - Homan
& Sullivan’s ability to provide a unique service to
its clients has kept the law
firm thriving. Recently,
a fourth attorney joined
the team.
“Attorney Paul M.
Klisiewicz was a claims
adjustor at Commerce,
which insures a large percentage of the state,” said
attor ney Nicole Duca
Sullivan, one of the partners at the law firm. “His
background is very helpful. He has brought a lot in
on the motor vehicle and
personal injury side.”
Homan & Sullivan
specializes in the areas of
Social Security disability,
workers’ compensation
and personal injury litigation. In addition, it is not
uncommon for Sullivan
and Klisiewicz, along with
fellow attorneys Frederick C. Homan and Jeremy
T. Theerman, to provide
other services such as
helping clients get health
insurance or directing
them to nonprofit agencies like South Middlesex
Opportunity Council,
which can assist clients in
other areas of need.

When people call Homan & Sullivan, they can
actually deal with one of
the four attorneys.
“Some personal injury
law firms get so big that
you’re just dealing with
assistants,” Sullivan said.
“Here, one of us can personally help you. You’re
not just getting the support staff. Since we’re a
service business, we also
will drive our clients into
Boston for court or caserelated appointments.That
Attorneys Jeremy T. Theerman, Frederick C. Homan, Nicole Duca
means we pick them up,
Sullivan and Paul M. Klisiewicz
incur all of the expenses
along the way to include
“We truly care about ness is the fact that I get to tolls, parking and gas.This
our clients and will go meet all sorts of people,” way, our clients are a bit
above and beyond to ser- Sullivan said. “You don’t more relaxed and we get
vice their needs,” Sullivan come to see a lawyer be- to have the time to review
said. “We will help with cause something good has any last-minute details for
doctors and how to see a happened. When people the case. I don’t know of
specialist.We advocate for call or come in, they really any other law firm that
them and help them sort need our expertise. It’s a does this.”
out problems in their lives. very scary process and we
Sullivan believes in treatEven if we don’t special- take the time to explain ing her law firm partners
ize in a particular need, everything so our clients and clients well, which inwe will find someone understand. We educate cludes having discussions
that does. We have the re- them on their rights and and developing relationsources, with relationships the entire legal process.” ships.That is exactly what
that we’ve built over the
Sullivan finds it reward- sets them apart from other
years.”
ing to live in the commu- law firms.
Homan & Sullivan nity where she works. She
Homan & Sullivan, P.C.,
represents people from all is able to network locally is located at 69 Milk St.
walks of life and profes- and develop good rela- (Route 135), Suite 200,
sions.
tionships with others. She in the Westborough Mills
“One of the things I can refer business to those building. The telephone
love most about this busi- she knows and trusts.
number is 508-836-5590.
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